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Abstract The success of any machine learning system depends critically on
effective representations of data. In many cases, it is desirable that a represen-
tation scheme uncovers the parts-based, additive nature of the data. Of current
representation learning schemes, restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) have
proved to be highly effective in unsupervised settings. However, when it comes
to parts-based discovery, RBMs do not usually produce satisfactory results. We
enhance such capacity of RBMs by introducing nonnegativity into the model
weights, resulting in a variant called nonnegative restricted Boltzmann machine
(NRBM). The NRBM produces not only controllable decomposition of data
into interpretable parts but also offers a way to estimate the intrinsic nonlin-
ear dimensionality of data, and helps to stabilize linear predictive models. We
demonstrate the capacity of our model on applications such as handwritten
digit recognition, face recognition, document classification and patient read-
mission prognosis. The decomposition quality on images is comparable with or
better than what produced by the nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF),
and the thematic features uncovered from text are qualitatively interpretable
in a similar manner to that of the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). The sta-
bility performance of feature selection on medical data is better than RBM
and competitive with NMF. The learned features, when used for classifica-
tion, are more discriminative than those discovered by both NMF and LDA
and comparable with those by RBM.
Keywords parts-based representation · nonnegative · restricted Boltzmann
machines · learning representation · semantic features · linear predictive
model · stability.
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1 Introduction
Learning meaningful representations from data is often critical to achieve high
performance in machine learning tasks [8]. An attractive approach is to esti-
mate representations that best explain the data without the need for labels.
One important class of such methods is the restricted Boltzmann machine
(RBM) [47,17], an undirected probabilistic bipartite model in which a repre-
sentational hidden layer is connected with a visible data layer. The weights
associated with connections encode the strength of influence between hidden
and visible units. Each unit in the hidden layer acts as a binary feature de-
tector, and together, all the hidden units are linearly combined through the
connection weights to form a fully distributed representation of data [24,8].
This distributed representation is highly compact: for K units, there are 2K−1
non-empty configurations that can explain the data.
However, the fully distributed representation learned by RBMs may not
interpretably disentangle the factors of variation since the learned features are
often global, that is, all the data units must play the role in one particular
feature. As a result, learned features do not generally represent parts and
components [49]. For example, the facial features learned by RBM depicted in
Fig. 1a are generally global; it is hard to explain how a face is constructed from
these parts. Parts-based representations, on the other hand, are perceptually
intuitive. Using the same facial example, if individual parts of the face (e.g.
eyes, nose, mouth, forehead as in Fig. 1c) are discovered, it would be easy
to construct the face from these parts. In terms of modeling, detecting parts-
based representation also improves the object recognition performance [3].
One of the best known techniques to achieve parts-based representation
is nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [35]. In NMF, the data matrix is
approximately factorized into a basis matrix and a coding matrix, where all
the matrices are assumed to be nonnegative. Each column of the basis matrix
is a learned feature, which could be sparse under appropriate regularization
[26]. The NMF, however, has a fundamental drawback: it does not generalize
to unseen data since there is no mechanism by which a new data point can
be generated from the learned model. Instead, new representations must be
learned from the expensive “fold-in” procedure. The RBM, on the other hand,
is a proper generative model – once the model has been learned, new samples
can be drawn from the model distribution. Moreover, due to the special bi-
partite structure, estimating representation from data is efficient with a single
matrix operation.
In this paper, we derive a novel method based on the RBM to discover
useful parts whilst retaining its discriminative capacity. As inspired by the
NMF, we propose to enforce nonnegativity in the connection weight matrix of
the RBM. Our method integrates a barrier function into the objective function
so that the learning is skewed towards nonnegative weights. As the contribution
of the visible units towards a hidden unit is additive, there exists competition
among visible units to activate the hidden unit leading to a small portion of
connections surviving. In the same facial example, the method could achieve
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parts-based representation of faces, which is, surprisingly, even better than
what learned by the standard NMF (cf. Fig. 1). We term the resulting model
the nonnegative restricted Boltzmann machine (NRBM).
(a) RBM (b) NMF (c) NRBM
Fig. 1: Representations learned from the ORL face image database [4] using
the ordinary RBM, NMF and NRBM on the left, middle, right, respectively.
Darker pixels show larger weights.
In addition to parts-based representation, there are several benefits with
this nonnegativity constraint. First, in many cases, it is often easier to make
sense of addition of new latent factors (due to nonnegative weights) than of
subtraction (due to negative weights). For instance, clinicians may be more
comfortable with the notion that a risk factor either contributes positively to
a disease development or not at all (e.g., the connections have zeros weights).
Second, as weights can be either positive or zero, the parameter space is highly
constrained leading to potential robustness. This can be helpful when there
are many more hidden units than those required to represent all factors of
variation: extra hidden units will automatically be declared “dead” if all con-
nections to them cannot compete against others in explaining the data. Lastly,
combining two previous advantages, the NRBM effectively gathers related im-
portant features, e.g., key risk factors that explain the disease, into groups at
the data layer and encourages less hidden units to be useful at hidden layer.
This helps to stabilize linear predictive models by providing hidden represen-
tations for them to perform on.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model through compre-
hensive evaluation on three real-world applications using five real datasets of
very different natures.
– The first application is parts-based discovery. Our primary targets are to
decompose images into interpretable parts (and receptive fields), e.g., dots
and strokes in handwritten digits (MNIST dataset [34]), and facial compo-
nents in faces (CBCL [13] and ORL [4] databases); and to discover plausible
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latent thematic features, which are groups of semantically related words
(TDT2 text corpus [12]).
– The second application is feature extraction for classification. Here we ap-
ply our models on MNIST, TDT2 and heart failure datasets. The learned
features are then fed into standard classifiers. The experiments reveal that
the classification performance is comparable with the standard RBM, and
competitive against NMF (on all images, text, and medical records) and
latent Dirichlet allocation (on text) [11].
– The last one is linear classifier stabilization. The goal is to enhance feature
and model stabilities in clinical prognosis. The experimental results on
heart failure patients show significant improvements of stability scores over
linear sparse model and the RBM, and better prediction performances than
those of RBM and NMF. This application in healthcare analytics is the
main extension of our previous model introduced in [40].
In short, our main contributions are: (i) the derivation of the nonnegative
restricted Boltzmann machine, a probabilistic machinery that has the capacity
of learning parts-based representations; (ii) a comprehensive evaluation the
capability of our method as a representational learning tool on image, text and
medical data, both qualitatively and quantitatively; and (iii) a demonstration
of stabilizing linear classifiers in clinical prognosis.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 3 presents the deriva-
tion and properties of our nonnegative RBM, followed by its applications in
linear predictive model stabilization in Section 4. We then report our exper-
imental results in Section 5. Section 6 provides a discussion of the related
literature. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Preliminaries
We first describe the restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) for unsupervised
learning representation. An RBM [47,17,22] is a bipartite undirected graphical
model in which the bottom layer contains observed variables called visible
units and the top layer consists of latent representational variables, known
as hidden units. Two layers are fully connected but there is no connection
within layers. The visible units can model the data while the hidden units can
capture the latent factors not presented in the observations. The hidden units
are linearly combined through connection weights. A graphical illustration of
RBM is presented in Fig. 2. As a matter of convention in the literature of
RBM, we shall use the term “unit” and “random variable” interchangeably.
2.1 Model representation
Let v denote the set of visible variables: v = [v1, v2, ..., vN]
> ∈ {0, 1}N and
h indicate the set of hidden ones: h = [h1,h2, ...,hK]
> ∈ {0, 1}K. The RBM
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Fig. 2: Graphical illustration of a RBM that models the joint distribution of
N visible units and K hidden units. The connections are undirected and the
shaded nodes are observed.
defines an energy function of a joint configuration (v,h) as:
E (v,h;ψ) = − (a>v + b>h+ v>Wh) (1)
where ψ = {a,b,W} is the set of parameters. a = [an]N ∈ RN,b = [bk]K ∈ RK
are the biases of hidden and visible units respectively, and W = [wnk]N×K ∈
RN×K represents the weights connecting the hidden and visible units. The
model assigns a Boltzmann distribution (also known as Gibbs distribution) to
the joint configuration as:
p (v,h;ψ) =
1
Z (ψ)e
−E(v,h;ψ) (2)
where Z (ψ) is the normalization constant, computed by summing over all
possible states pairs of visible and hidden units:
Z (ψ) =
∑
v,h
e−E(v,h;ψ)
Since the network has no intra-layer connections, the Markov blanket of
each unit contains only the units of the other layer. Units in one layer be-
come conditionally independent given the other layer. Thus the conditional
distributions over visible and hidden units are nicely factorized as:
p (v | h;ψ) =
N∏
n=1
p (vn | h;ψ) (3)
p (h | v;ψ) =
K∏
k=1
p (hk | v;ψ) (4)
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wherein the conditional probabilities of single units being active are:
p (vn = 1 | h;ψ) = sig
(
an +wn·h)
p (hk = 1 | v;ψ) = sig
(
bk + v
>w·k) (5)
with the logistic sigmoid function sig (x) = [1 + e−x]−1.
2.2 Parameter learning
The parameter learning of RBM is performed by maximizing the following
data log-likelihood:
L (v;ψ) = log p (v;ψ) = log
∑
h
p (v,h;ψ)
The parameters are updated using stochastic gradient ascent as follows:
wnk ← wnk + η (Ep˜ [vnhk]− Ep [vnhk])
wherein η > 0 is the learning rate, p˜ (v,h;ψ) = p˜ (v;ψ) p (h | v;ψ) is the data
distribution with p˜ (v;ψ) representing the empirical distribution, p (v,h;ψ) is
the model distribution defined in Eq. (2). Whilst the data expectation Ep˜ [·]
can be computed efficiently, the model expectation Ep [·] is intractable. To
overcome this shortcoming, we use a truncated MCMC-based method known
as contrastive divergence (CD) [22] to approximate the model expectation.
This approximation approach is efficient since the factorizations in Eqs. (3,4)
allow fast layer-wise sampling.
2.3 Representation learning
Once the model is fully specified, the new representation of an input data can
be achieved by computing the posterior vector hˆ =
[
hˆ1, hˆ2, ..., hˆK
]
, where hˆK
is shorthand for p (hk = 1 | v;ψ) as given in Eq. (5).
3 Nonnegative restricted Boltzmann machine
We now present our main contribution – the nonnegative restricted Boltzmann
machine (NRBM) that integrates nonnegativity into the connection weights of
the model. We then present the capability of NRBM to estimate the intrinsic
dimensionality of the data, and to stabilize linear predictive models.
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3.1 Deriving parts-based representation
The derivation of parts-based representation starts from the connection weights
of the standard RBM. In the RBM, two layers are connected using a weight
matrix W = [wnk]N×K in which wnk is the association strength between the
hidden unit k and the visible unit n. The column vector w·k is the learned filter
of the hidden unit k. Parts-based representations imply that this column vec-
tor must be sparse, e.g. only a small portion of entries is non-zeros. Recall that
the activation of this hidden unit, also known as the firing rate in neural net-
work language, is the probability: p (hk = 1 | v;ψ) = σ
(
bk +
∑N
n=1 wnkvn
)
.
The positive connection weights tend to activate the associated hidden units
whilst the negative turn the units off. In addition, the positive weights add up
to representations whereas the negative subtract. Thus it is hard to determine
which factors primarily contribute to the learned filter.
Due to asymmetric parameter initialization, the learning process tends to
increase some associations more than others. Under nonnegative weights, i.e.
wnk ≥ 0, the hidden and visible units tend to be more co-active. One can
expect that for a given activation probability hˆk and bias bk, such increase
must cause other associations to degrade, since vn ≥ 0. As the lower bounds
of weights are now zeros, there is a natural tendency for many weights to be
driven to zeros as the learning progresses. For an illustration, Fig. 3 shows
the histograms of model’s weights at initialization (epoch #0) and learned at
epoch #1 and #2. It can be seen that, the number of weights close to zeros
increases after each learning epoch.
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
#104
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
epoch #0
epoch #1
epoch #2
Fig. 3: The histograms of NRBM’s weights at the initialization (epoch #0)
and learned at epoch #1 and #2.
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Recall that learning in the standard RBM is usually based on maximizing
the data likelihood with respect to the parameter ψ as:
L (v;ψ) = p (v;ψ) =
∑
h
p (v,h;ψ) (6)
To encourage nonnegativity in W, we integrate a nonnegative constraint under
quadratic barrier function [41] into the learning of the standard RBM. The
objective function now turns into the following regularized log-likelihood:
Lreg = logL (v;ψ)− α
2
N∑
n=1
K∑
k=1
f (wnk) (7)
where:
f (x) =
{
x2 x < 0
0 x ≥ 0
and α ≥ 0. The penalty of sum squared of negative weights regularizes the
optimization to encourage nonnegativity in W. The learning procedure now
performs minimizing the penalty term and maximizing the data log-likelihood
logL (ψ;v) simultaneously to achieve the optimal solution for the regularized
function. The degree of nonnegativity is controlled by the hyperparameter α.
If we set α to zero, the barrier function will vanish and the model will revert to
the ordinary RBM without nonnegative constraint. The larger α is, the tighter
the barrier restriction becomes.
Finally the parameter update rule reads:
wnk ← wnk + η
(
〈vnhk〉p˜ − 〈vnhk〉p − α dwnke−
)
(8)
where η > 0 is the learning rate, p˜ (v,h;ψ) = p˜ (v;ψ) p (h | v;ψ) is the data
distribution with p˜ (v;ψ) representing the empirical distribution, p (v,h;ψ) is
the model distribution defined in Eq. (2) and dwnke− denotes the negative
part of the weight. Following the learning of standard RBMs [22], p˜ (v;ψ) is
computed from data observations and p (v,h;ψ) can be efficiently approxi-
mated by running multiple Markov short chains starting from observed data
at each update.
3.2 Estimating intrinsic dimensionality
The fundamental question of the RBM is how many hidden units are enough
to model the data. Currently, no easy methods determine the appropriate
number of hidden units needed for a particular problem. One often uses a
plentiful number of units, leading to some units are redundant. Note that
the unused hidden units problem of RBM is not uncommon which has been
studied in [9]. If the number of hidden units is lower than the number of data
features, the RBM plays a role of a dimensionality reduction tool. This suggests
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one prominent method – principal component analysis (PCA) which captures
the data variance using the principal components. The amount of variance,
however, can help the method specify the number of necessary components.
The nonnegativity constraint in the NRBM, interestingly, leads to a similar
capacity by examining the “dead” hidden units.
To see how, recall that the hidden and visible units are co-active via the
connection weights:
p (vn = 1 | h) = σ
(
an +
K∑
k=1
wnkhk
)
(9)
Since this probability, in general, is constrained by the data variations, the hid-
den units must “compete” with each other to explain the data. This is because
the contribution towards the explanation is nonnegative, thus an increase on
the power of one unit must be at the cost of others. If K∗ < K hidden units
are intrinsically enough to account for all variations in the data, then one can
expect that either the other K−K∗ hidden units are always deactivated (e.g.
with very large negative biases) or their connection weights are almost zeros
since wnk ≥ 0. In either cases, the hidden units become permanently inoper-
ative in data generation. Thus by examining the dead units, we may be able
to uncover the intrinsic dimensionality of the data variations.
4 Stabilizing Linear Predictive Models
This section presents an application of NRBM in stabilizing linear predictive
models. Model stability is often overlooked in prediction models which pay
more attention to predictive performances. However, model stability is as im-
portant as the prognosis in domains where model parameters are interpreted
by humans and are subject to external validation. Particularly, in the medical
domain, the model stability increases reliability, interpretability, generalization
(or transferability) and reproducibility [6,31]. For example, it is desirable to
have a reliable model that can discover a stable set of risk factors to interpret
the causes of the disease. The generalization of the method is the capability
to transfer knowledge from one disease to another. This also helps to improve
clinical adoption. Finally, stability enables researchers to reproduce the results
easily.
A popular modern method to learn predictive risk factors from a high-
dimensional data is to employ `1-penalty, following the success of lasso in
linear regression. Lasso is a sparse linear predictive model which promotes
feature shrinkage and selection [50]. More formally, let X = [xmn]M×N ∈ RM×N
denote the data matrix consisting of M data points with N features and y =
[y1, y2, ..., yM]
> ∈ {0, 1}M denote the labels. Consider a predictive distribution:
p (y | x;w) = p
(
y |
N∑
n=1
wnxn
)
(10)
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Lasso-like learning optimizes a `1-penalized log-likelihood:
Llasso = 1
M
M∑
m=1
log p
(
ym | xm·;w)− β ‖w‖1 (11)
in which w = [wn]N×1 is the parameter vector and β > 0 is the regularization
hyperparameter. The regularization induces the sparsity of weight vector w.
The lasso, however, is susceptible to data variations (e.g. resampling by
bootstrapping, slight perturbation), resulting in loss of stability [5,55]. The
method often chooses one of two highly correlated features, resulting in only a
0.5 chance for strongly predictive feature pairs. To overcome this problem, our
solution is to provide the lasso with lower-dimensional data representations
whose features are expected to be less correlated. Here we introduce a two-
stage framework which is a pipeline with the NRBM followed by the lasso. The
first stage is to learn the connection weights W = [wnk]N×K of NRBM. Then
the machine can map the data onto new representations, i.e. the hidden poste-
riors: X = [xmn]M×N 7→ Xˆ = [xˆmk]M×K (cf. Eq. (5)). The representations are
in K-dimensional space and used as the new data for the lasso. At the second
stage, the shrinkage method learns K weights for K features (i.e. hidden units)
to predict the label. Suppose we obtain weight vector wˆ = [wˆ1, wˆ2, ..., wˆK]
>
,
we have:
p (y | xˆ; wˆ) = p
(
y |
K∑
k=1
wˆkxˆk
)
= p
(
y |
K∑
k=1
wˆk
N∑
n=1
xnwnk
)
= p
(
y |
N∑
n=1
xn
K∑
k=1
wˆkwnk
)
It can be seen that we can sum over the multiplications of the weights of
two methods to obtain a new weight vector w¯ = [w¯1, w¯2, ..., w¯N]
>
as below:
w¯n =
K∑
k=1
wˆkwnk (12)
These weights connect original features to the label as the weights of lasso
in Eq. (10). Thus they can be used to assess the stability of our proposed
framework.
5 Experiments
In this section, we quantitatively evaluate the capacity of our proposed model
– nonnegative RBM on three applications:
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– Parts-based discovery : unsupervised decomposing images into parts, dis-
covering semantic features from texts, and grouping clinically relevant fea-
tures;
– Feature extraction for classification: discovering discriminative features that
help supervised classification; and
– Linear predictive model stabilization: stabilizing feature selection towards
rehospitalization prognosis.
We use five real-world datasets in total: three for images, one for text and
one for medical data. Three popular image datasets are: one for handwritten
digits – MNIST [34] and two for faces – CBCL [13] and ORL [4]. For these
datasets, our primary target is to decompose images into interpretable parts
(and receptive fields), e.g. dots and strokes in handwritten digits, and facial
components in faces. The text corpus is 30 categories subset of the TDT2
corpus1. The goal is to discover plausible latent thematic features, which are
groups of semantically related words. Lastly, the medical data is a collection
of heart failure patients provided by Barwon Health, a regional health service
provider in Victoria, Australia. We aim to investigate the feature stability dur-
ing the rehospitalization prediction of patients. For prognosis, we use logistic
regression model, i.e, p (y | x;w) in Eq. (10) is now the probability mass func-
tion of a Bernoulli distribution, for 6-month readmission after heart failure.
Image datasets The MNIST dataset consists of 60, 000 training and 10, 000
testing 28×28 images, each of which contains a handwritten digit. The CBCL
database contains facial and non-facial images wherein our interest is only on
2, 429 facial images in the training set. The images are histogram equalized,
cropped and rescaled to a standard form of 19 × 19. Moreover, the human
face in each image is also well-aligned. By contrast, the facial images of an
individual subject in ORL dataset are captured under a variety of illumination,
facial expressions (e.g. opened or closed eyes, smiling or not) and details (e.g.
glasses, beard). There are 10 different images for each of 40 distinct people.
Totally, the data consists of 400 images with the same size of 92× 112 pixels.
Images of the three datasets are all in the grayscale whose pixel values are
then normalized into the range [0, 1]. Since the image pixels are not exactly
binary data, following the previous work [21], we treat the normalized intensity
as empirical probabilities on which the NRBM is naturally applied. As the
empirical expectation 〈vnhk〉p˜ in Eq. (8) requires the probability p (v;ψ), the
normalized intensity is a good approximation.
Text dataset The TDT2 corpus is collected during the first half of 1998 from
six news sources: two newswires (APW, NYT), two radio programs (VOA,
PRI), and two television programs (CNN, ABC). It contains 11, 201 on-topic
documents arranged into 96 semantic categories. Following the preprocessing
in [12], we remove all multiple category documents and keep the largest 30
categories. This retains 9, 394 documents and 36, 771 unique words in total.
1 NIST Topic Detection and Tracking corpus is at http://www.nist.gov/itl/.
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We further the preprocessing of data by removing common stopwords. Only
1, 000 most frequent words are then kept and one blank document are removed.
For NRBM, word presence is used rather than their counts.
Heart failure data The data is collected from the Barwon Health which has
been serving more than 350, 000 residents. For each time of hospitalization,
patient information is recorded into a database using the MySQL server of the
hospital. Each record contains patient admissions and emergency department
(ED) attendances which form an electronic medical record (EMR). Generally,
each EMR consists of demographic information (e.g. age, gender and post-
code) and time-stamped events (e.g. hospitalizations, ED visits, clinical tests,
diagnoses, pathologies, medications and treatments). Specifically, it includes
international classification of disease 10 (ICD-10) scheme [28], Australian in-
vention coding (ACHI) scheme [2], diagnosis-related group (DRG) codes, de-
tailed procedures and discharge medications for each admission and ED visit.
Ethics approval was obtained from the hospital and research ethics committee
at Barwon Health (number 12/83) and Deakin University.
For our study, we collect the retrospective data of heart failure patients
from the hospital’s database. The resulting cohort contains 1, 405 unique pa-
tients with 1, 885 admissions between January 2007 and December 2011. We
identify patients as heart failure if they had at least one ICD-10 diagnosis code
I50 at any admission. Patients of all age groups are included whilst inpatient
deaths are excluded from our cohort. Among these patients, 49.3% are male
and the medium age is 81.5 at the time of admission. We focus our study on
emergency attendances and unplanned admissions of patients. The readmis-
sion of patients is defined as an admission within the horizons of 1, 6 and
12 months after the prior discharge date. After retrieving the data, we follow
the one-sided convolutional filter bank method introduced in [52] to extract
features which are then normalized into the range [0, 1].
To speed up the training phase, we divide training samples into “mini-
batches” of B = 100 samples. Hidden, visible and visible-hidden learning rates
are fixed to 0.1. Visible biases are initialized so that the marginal distribution,
when there are no hidden units, matches the empirical distribution. Hidden
biases are first set to some reasonable negative values to offset the positive
activating contribution from the visible units. Mapping parameters are ran-
domly drawn from positive values in [0, 0.01]. Parameters are then updated
after every mini-batch. Learning is terminated after 100 epochs. The regu-
larization hyperparameter α in Eq. (7) is empirically tuned so that the data
decomposition is both meaningful (e.g. by examining visually, or by comput-
ing the parts similarity) and accurate (e.g. by examining the reconstruction
quality). The hyperparameter β in Eq. (11) is set to 0.001, which is to achieve
the best prediction score.
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(a) RBM (b) NRBM
Fig. 4: Receptive fields learned from the MNIST handwritten digits database
using the RBM on Fig. 4a and NRBM on Fig. 4b. Darker pixels illustrate
larger weights.
5.1 Part-based discovery
5.1.1 Decomposing images into parts-based representations
We now show that the nonnegative constraints enable the NRBM to produce
meaningful parts-based receptive fields. Fig. 4 depicts the 100 filters learned
from the MNIST images. It can be seen that basic structures of handwritten
digits such as strokes and dots are discovered by both RBM and NRBM.
However, the features that NRBM learns on Fig. 4b are simpler whilst the
ones learned by RBM on Fig. 4a are more difficult to interpret.
For the CBCL dataset, the facial parts (eyes, mouth, nose, eyebrows etc.)
uncovered by NRBM (Fig. 5c) are visually interpretable along the line with
classical NMF [35] (Fig. 5b). The RBM, on the other hand, produces global
facial structures (Fig. 5a). On the more challenging facial set with higher
variation such as the ORL (cf. Sec. 1), NMF fails to produce parts-based
representation (Fig. 1b), and this is consistent with previous findings [26]. In
contrast, the NRBM is still able to learn facial components (Fig. 1c).
The capacity to decompose data in NRBM is controlled by a single hyper-
parameter α. As shown in Fig. 6, there is a smooth transition from the holistic
decomposition as in standard RBM (when α is near zero) to truly parts-based
representations (when α is larger).
5.1.2 Dead factors and dimensionality estimation
We now examine the ability of NRBM to estimate the intrinsic dimensionality
of the data, as discussed in Section 3.2. We note that by “dimensionality” we
roughly mean the degree of variations, not strictly the dimension of the data
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(a) RBM (b) NMF (c) NRBM
Fig. 5: Receptive fields learned from the CBCL face image database using
RBM, NMF and NRBM on Figs. (5a,5b,5c). Darker pixels show larger weights.
(a) α = 0.001 (b) α = 0.01 (c) α = 0.1
Fig. 6: Receptive fields learned from the ORL face image database using
NRBM with varied barrier costs. The barrier cost α is tightened up from
left to right. Darker pixels indicate larger weights.
manifold. This is because our latent factors are discrete binary variables, and
thus they may be less flexible than real-valued coefficients.
For that purpose, we compute the number of dead or unused hidden units.
The hidden unit k is declared “dead” if the normalized `1-norm of its con-
nection weight vector is lower than a threshold τ :
∣∣w·k∣∣1 N−1 ≤ τ , where
N is the dimension of the original data. We also examine the hidden biases
which, however, do not cause dead units in this case. In Fig. 7, the number
of used hidden units is plotted against the total number of hidden units K by
taking the average over a set of thresholds (τ ∈ {0.01; 0.02; ...; 0.06}). With
the NRBM, the number of hidden units which explicitly represents the data
saturates at about 150 whilst all units are used by the RBM.
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Fig. 7: The numbers of used hidden units with different hidden layer sizes of
RBM vs NRBM.
5.1.3 Semantic features discovering on text data
The next experiment investigates the applicability of the NRBM on decom-
posing text into meaningful “parts”, although this notion does not convey the
same meaning as those in vision. This is because the nature of text may be
more complex and high-level, and it is hard to know whether the true nature
of word usage is additive. Following literature in topic modeling (e.g., cf. [11]),
we start from the assumption that there are latent themes that govern the
choice of words in a particular document. Our goal is to examine whether
we can uncover such themes for each document, and whether the themes are
corresponding to semantically coherent subset of words.
Using the TDT2 corpus, we learn the NRBM from the data and examine
the mapping weight matrix W. For each latent factor k, the entry to column
w·k reflects the association strength of a particular word with the factor, where
zero entry means distant relation. Table 1 presents four noticeable semantic
features discovered by our model. The top row lists the top 15 words per
feature, and the bottom row plots the distribution of association strengths in
decreasing order. It appears that the words under each feature are semantically
related in a coherent way.
5.2 Feature extraction for classification
Our next target is to evaluate whether the ability to decompose data into parts
and to disentangle factors of variation could straightforwardly translate into
better predictive performance. Although the NRBM can be easily turned into
a nonnegative neural network and the weights are tuned further to best fit the
supervised setting (e.g., cf. [21]), we choose not to do so because our goal is to
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Asian Current Conflict 1998 India -
Economic Crisis with Iraq Winter Olympics A Nuclear Power?
FINANCIAL JURY BUTLER COURT
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Table 1: An example of 4 most distinguished categories, i.e. economics, poli-
tics, sport and armed conflict associated with top 15 words (ranked by their
weights) discovered from the TDT2 subset. The charts at the bottom row il-
lustrate the weight impact of words on the category. These weights are sorted
in descending order.
SVM 4-NN
RBM 1.38 2.74
NMF 3.25 2.64
NRBM 1.4 2.34
Table 2: The classification errors (%) on testing data of MNIST dataset.
see if the decomposition separates data well enough. Instead we apply standard
classifiers on the learned features, or more precisely the hidden posteriors.
The first experiment is with the MNIST, the 500 factors have been previ-
ously learned in Section 5.1.1 and Fig. 4. Support vector machines (SVM, with
Gaussian kernels, using the LIBSVM package [14]) and k-nearest neighbors
(kNN, where k = 4, with cosine similarity measures) are used as classifiers.
For comparison, we also apply the same setting to the features discovered by
the NMF. The error rate on test data is reported in Table 2. It can be seen that
(i) compared to standard RBM, the nonnegativity constraint used in NRBM
does not lead to a degradation of predictive performance, suggesting that the
parts are also indicative of classes; and (ii) nonlinear decomposition in NRBM
can lead to better data separation than the linear counterpart in NMF.
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The second experiment is on the text data TDT2. Unlike images, words
are already conceptual and thus using standard bag-of-words representation is
often sufficient for many classification tasks. The question is therefore whether
the thematic features discovered by the NRBM could further improve the per-
formance, since it has been a difficult task for topic models such as LDA (e.g.,
cf. experimental results reported in [11]). To get a sense of the capability to
separate data into classes without the class labels, we project the 100 hidden
posteriors onto 2D using t-SNE2 [54]. Fig. 8a depicts the distribution of docu-
ments, where class information is only used for visual labeling. The separation
is overall satisfactory.
For the quantitative evaluation, the next step is to run classifiers on learned
features. For comparison, we also use those discovered by NMF and LDA. For
all models, 100 latent factors are used, and thus the dimensions are reduced 10-
fold. We split TDT2 text corpus into 80% for training and 20% for testing. We
train linear SVMs3 on all word features and low-dimensional representations
provided by LDA, NMF and NRBM with various proportions of training data.
Fig. 8b shows the classification errors on testing data for all methods. The
learned features of LDA and NMF improve classification performance when
training label is limited. This is expected because the learned representations
are more compact and thus less prone to overfitting. However, as more labels
are available, the word features catch up and eventually outperform those by
LDA/NMF. Interestingly, this difficulty does not occur for the features learned
by the NRBM, although it does appear that the performance saturates after
seeing 20% of training labels. Note that this is significant given the fact that
computing learned representations in NRBM is very fast, requiring only a
single matrix-vector multiplication per document.
5.3 Stabilizing linear predictive models
In this experiment, we evaluate the stability of feature selection of our frame-
work introduced in Section 4. More specifically, we assess the discovered risk
factors of heart failure patients by predicting the future presence of their read-
mission (i.e., ym in Eq. (10)) at a certain assessment point given their history.
It is noteworthy that this is more challenging as the EMR data contain rich
information, are largely temporal, often noisy, irregular, mixed-type, mixed-
modality and high-dimensional [38]. In what follows, we present the experiment
setting, evaluation protocol and results.
5.3.1 Temporal validation
We derive the cohort into training and testing data to validate the predictive
performance of our proposed model. Two issues that must be addressed during
2 Note that the t-SNE does not do clustering, it only reduces the dimensionality into 2D
for visualization while still try to preserve the local properties of the data.
3 SVM with Gaussian kernels did not perform well.
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(a) 2D projection of hidden posteriors.
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(b) Classification errors (%) on TDT2 corpus.
Fig. 8: An example visualization of 10 categories and classification performance
on TDT2 text corpus. On Fig. 8a, t-SNE projection [54] performs on 100
higher representations of documents mapped using the NRBM. Categories are
labeled using the ground truth. (Best viewed in colors). Fig. 8b represents the
classification results for different proportions of training data.
the splitting process are: learning the past and predicting the future; ensuring
training and testing sets completely separated. Here we use a temporal check-
point to divide the data into two parts. More specifically, we gather admissions
which have discharge dates before September 2010 to form the training set and
after that for testing. Next we specify the set of unique patients in the training
set. We then remove all admissions of such patients in the testing set to guaran-
tee no overlap between two sets. Finally, we obtain 1, 088 unique patients with
1, 415 admissions in the training data and 317 patients with 360 admissions in
the testing data. The removing steps and resulting datasets are illustrated in
Fig. 9. Our model is then learned using training data and evaluated on testing
data.
5.3.2 Evaluation protocol
We use Jaccard index [45] and consistency index [32] to measure the stability
of feature selection process. The Jaccard index, also known as the Jaccard
similarity coefficient, naturally considers both similarity and diversity to mea-
sure how two feature sets are related. The consistency index supports feature
selection in obtaining several desirable properties, i.e. monotonicity, limits and
correction for chance.
We trained our proposed model by running M = 10 bootstraps and ob-
tained a list of feature sets S = {S1,S2, ...,SM} where Si is a subset of original
feature set v. Note that the cardinalities are: |Si| = T and |v| = K with
the condition: T ≤ K. Considering a pair of subsets Si and Sj , the pairwise
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Fig. 9: Data splitting process. The cohort was divided into two parts with
before September 2010 for training and after that for testing. All admissions
of patients in the testing set who are present in training set were then removed
to achieve non-overlapping property.
consistency index C (Si,Sj) is defined as:
C (Si,Sj) =
RK− T2
T(K− T)
in which |Si ∩ Sj | = R. Taking the average of all pairs, the overall consistency
index is:
C =
2
M(M− 1)
M−1∑
i=1
M∑
j=i+1
C(Si,Sj) (13)
Whilst most similarity indices prefer large subsets, C provides consistency
around zero for any number of features T [32]. The consistency index is
bounded in [−1,+1].
Jaccard index measures similarity as a fraction between cardinalities of
intersection and union feature subsets. Given two feature sets Si and Sj , the
pairwise Jaccard index J (Si,Sj) reads:
J(Si,Sj) =
|Si ∩ Sj |
|Si ∪ Sj |
The Jaccard index evaluating all M subsets was computed as follows:
J =
2
M(M− 1)
M−1∑
i=1
M∑
j=i+1
J(Si,Sj) (14)
Jaccard index is bounded in [0, 1].
For prediction, we average the weights of 10 models learned after bootstrap-
ping to obtain the final model. Then the final model performs prediction on
testing data. The threshold 0.5 is used to decide the predicted outcomes from
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Method Sens./Rec. Spec. Prec. F-mea. AUC [CI]
Lasso 0.6137 0.5903 0.4833 0.5404 0.6213 [0.5644, 0.6781]
RBM+Lasso 0.5726 0.5551 0.3944 0.4671 0.6001 [0.5425, 0.6577]
NMF+Lasso 0.5224 0.5536 0.5833 0.5512 0.5690 [0.5107, 0.6274]
NRBM+Lasso 0.5816 0.5587 0.4011 0.4748 0.6083 [0.5508, 0.6659]
Table 3: The prediction performance of the NRBM and baselines.
predicted probabilities. Finally the performances are evaluated using measures
of sensitivity (recall), specificity, precision, F-measure and area under the ROC
curve (AUC) score with confidence intervals based on Mann-Whitney statistic
[10].
5.3.3 Results
Section 6 shows that the basis matrix of NMF plays the same role as NRBM’s
connection weights. Using the same derivation of NRBM in Section 4, it is
straightforward to obtain the weight vector w¯ in Eq. (12) for the NMF. Thus
we can compare the stability results of our proposed model against those of
NMF. In total, we recruit three baselines: lasso, RBM and NMF. The numbers
of hidden units, latent factors of RBM, NRBM and NMF are 200.
Table. 3 reports the prediction performances and Fig. 10 illustrates the sta-
bility results for different subset sizes. Overall, the NRBM followed by lasso
achieve better AUC score than the RBM and NMF followed by lasso and worse
yet acceptable (1.8% lower) than the sole lasso. However, the NRBM followed
by the lasso outperform the sole lasso and RBM+Lasso with large margins
of consistency and Jaccard indices. The worst stabilities of RBM+Lasso are
expected because the standard RBM is not designed with properties that pro-
mote a steady group of features. Comparing with the NMF followed by lasso,
the NRBM performs worse at first but then catches up when the subset size
reaches about 150 and slightly better after that.
6 Discussion
6.1 Representation learning
Representation learning has recently become a distinct area in machine learn-
ing after a long time being underneath the subdomain of “feature learning”.
This is evidenced through the recent appearance of the international con-
ference on learning representation (ICLR4), following a series of workshops in
NIPS/ICML [8]. Existing approaches of learning representation can be broadly
classified into three categories: learning kernels, designing hand-crafted fea-
tures, and learning high-level representations.
4 http://www.iclr.cc/doku.php
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(b) Jaccard index.
Fig. 10: Feature selection stability measured by the consistency index
(Fig. 10a) and Jaccard index (Fig. 10b) for 6-month heart failure prediction.
In kernel learning approach, the algorithms may use fixed generic kernels
such as Gaussian kernel, design kernels based on domain knowledge, or learn
combined kernels from multiple base kernels [46]. These methods often use
“kernel tricks” to substitute the kernel functions for the mapping functions
that transform data into their new representations on the feature space. Thus
the kernel machines do not define explicit mapping functions, and as a result
do not directly produce representations for data.
The second approach is to directly use either raw data or features extracted
from them. These features are extracted from feature selection frameworks
with or without domain knowledge. The original data and extracted features
can be preprocessed by scaling or normalizing, but not projecting onto other
spaces [37,15,42,7]. Normally, the feature selection frameworks are designed
by hand. Hand-crafted feature extraction relies on the design of preprocessing
pipelines and data transformations. This approach, however, suffers from two
significant drawbacks. First, it is labor intensive and normally requires ex-
haustive prior knowledge. Thus only domain experts can design good features.
Second, the feature engineering process may create more data types, especially
for complex data, leading to more challenges for fundamental machine learning
methods.
The last approach is to automatically learn parametric maps that trans-
form input data into high-level representations. The models that learn such
representations typically fall into two classes: one is non-probabilistic mod-
els, the other is probabilistic latent variable models. The common aim of the
methods in the first class is to learn direct encoding, i.e., parametric maps
from input data to their new representations. The classic linear techniques
are principal component analysis (PCA) [29], latent semantic indexing (LSI)
[16], and independent component analysis (ICA) [27]. These methods support
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capturing data regularity, discovering latent structures and latent semantics
of data. They, however, face difficulty in modeling data which follow a set of
probabilistic distributions. This drawback can be overcome by the second class
of probabilistic models.
Probabilistic latent variable models often consist of observed variables x
representing data and latent variables h which coherently reflect the distribu-
tions, regularities, structures and correlations of data. The common idea is to
define a joint probability p (x,h) over the joint space of observed and latent
variables. The learning is to maximize the likelihood of training data. Once
the model has been learned, the latent representation of the data is obtained
by inferring the posterior probability p (h | x). Most methods in this part are
probabilistic versions of the ones in the first class including probabilistic PCA
[51], probabilistic LSI [25], and Bayesian nonparametric factor analysis [43]. As
a fully generative two-layer model, our proposed model can also be categorized
into this class.
6.2 Nonnegative data modeling
Our work was partly motivated by the capacity of nonnegative matrix factor-
ization (NMF) [35] to uncover parts-based representations. Given a nonnega-
tive data matrix V ∈ RN×M, the NMF attempts to factorize into two low-rank
real-valued nonnegative matrices, the basis W ∈ RN×K and the coefficient
H ∈ RK×M, i.e., V ≈WH. Thus W plays the same role as NRBM’s connec-
tion weights, and each column of H assumes the “latent factors”. However, it
has been pointed out that unless there are appropriate sparseness constraints
or certain conditions, the NMF is not guaranteed to produce parts [26]. Our
experiment shows, on the contrary, the NRBM can still produce parts-based
representation when the NMF fails (Fig. 1, also reported in [26]).
On the theoretical side, the main difference is that, in our cases, the latent
factors are stochastic binary that are inferred from the model, but not learned
as in the case of NMF. In fact this seemingly subtle difference is linked to a
fundamental drawback of the NMF: The learned latent factors are limited to
seen data only, and must be relearned for every new data point. The NRBM,
on the other hand, is a fully generative model in that it can generate new
samples from its distribution, and at the same time, the representations can be
efficiently computed for unseen data (cf. Eq. (5)) using one matrix operation.
Recently, there has been work closely related to the NMF that does not
require re-estimation on unseen data [36]. In particular, the coefficient matrix
H is replaced by the mapping from the data itself, that is H = σ
(
W>V
)
, re-
sulting in the so-called autoencoder structure (AE), that is V ≈Wσ (W>V),
where σ(x) is a vector of element-wise nonlinear transforms and W is nonneg-
ative. A new representation estimated using σ
(
W>V
)
now plays the role of
the posteriors in NRBM, although it is non-probabilistic. The main difference
from the NRBM is that the nonnegative AE does not model data distribution,
and thus cannot generate new samples. Also, it is still unclear how the new
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representation could be useful for classification in general and on non-vision
data in particular.
6.3 Feature discovery
For the semantic analysis of text, our proposed model is able to discover plau-
sible thematic features. Compared against those discovered by topic models
such as latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [11], we found that they are qualita-
tively similar. We note that the two approaches are not directly comparable
because the notion of association strength between a latent factor and a word,
as captured in the nonnegative weight wnk, cannot be translated into the prop-
erly normalized probability P (vn = 1 | zn = k) as in LDA, where zn is the
topic that generates the word vn. Nevertheless, the NRBM offers many ad-
vantages over the LDA: (i) the notion that each document is generated from
a subset of themes (or semantic features) in the NRBM is an attractive al-
ternative to the setting of topic distribution as assumed in the LDA (cf. also
[19]); (ii) inference to compute the latent representation given an input is much
faster in the NRBM with only one matrix multiplication step, which typically
requires an expensive sampling run in the LDA; (iii) learning in the NRBM
can be made naturally incremental, whilst estimating parameter posteriors in
the LDA generally requires the whole training data; and (iv) importantly, as
shown in our experiments, classification using the learned representations can
be more accurate with the NRBM.
This work can be considered along the line of imposing structures on stan-
dard RBM so that certain regularities are explicitly modeled. Our work has
focused on nonnegativity as a way to ensure sparseness on the weight ma-
trix, and consequently the latent factors. An alternative would be enforcing
sparseness on the latent posteriors, e.g., [23]. Another important aspect is that
the proposed NRBM offers a way to capture the so-called “explaining away”
effect, that is the latent factors compete with each other as the most plausi-
ble explanatory causes for the data (cf. also Section 3.2). The competition is
encouraged by the nonnegative constraints, as can be seen from the genera-
tive model of data p (vn = 1 | h;ψ) = σ (an +
∑
k wnkhk), in that some large
weights (strong explaining power) will force others to degrade or even vanish
(weak explaining power). This is different from standard practice in neural
networks, where complex inhibitory lateral connections must be introduced to
model the competition [24].
One important question is that under such constraints, besides the obvious
gains in structural regularization, do we lose representational power of the
standard RBM? On one hand, our experience has indicated that yes, there is
certain loss in the ability to reconstruct the data, since the parameters are
limited to be nonnegative. On the other hand, we have demonstrated that this
does not away translate into the loss of predictive power. In our setting, the
degree of constraints can also be relaxed by lowering down the regularization
parameter α in Eq. (7), and this would allow some parameters to be negative.
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6.4 Model stability
The high-dimensional data necessitates sparse models wherein only small num-
bers of strongly predictive features are selected. However, most sparsity-inducing
algorithms lead to unstable models due to data variations (e.g., resampling by
bootstrapping, slight perturbation) [55]. For example, logistic regression pro-
duces unstable models while performing automated feature selection [5]. In the
context of lasso, the method tends to keep only one feature if two are highly
correlated [58], resulting in loss of stability.
Model stability refers to the consistent degree of model parameters which
are learned under data changes. For classifiers with embedded feature selection,
a sub-problem is the stability of selected subsets of features. The importance of
stability in feature selection has been largely ignored in literature. A popular
approach in initial work is to compare feature selection methods basing on
feature preferences ranked by their weights [33,30]. Another approach targets
on developing a number of metrics to measure stability [31]. Recently, model
stability has been studied more widely in bioinformatics. The research focus
is to improve the stability by exploiting aggregated information [44,1,48] and
the redundancy in the feature set [57,56].
In this paper, our work addresses the stability problem via readmission
prognosis of heart failure patients using high-dimensional medical records. The
heart failure data is studied in [20] but with only a small subset of features. Our
recent work employs graph-based regularization to stabilize linear models [18,
53]. This paper differs from our previous work in that no external information
is needed. Rather, it is based on self-organization of features into parts which
are more stable than original features. This application in healthcare analytics
continues our on going research on modeling electronic medical records which
are high-dimensional and heterogeneous data [39].
7 Conclusion
To summarize, this paper has introduced a novel variant of the powerful re-
stricted Boltzmann machine, termed nonnegative RBM (NRBM), where the
mapping weights are constrained to be nonnegative. This gives the NRBM the
new capacity to discover interpretable parts-based representations, semanti-
cally plausible high-level features for additive data such as images and texts.
Our proposed method can also stabilize linear predictive models in feature se-
lection task for high-dimensional medical data. In addition, the NRBM can be
used to uncover the intrinsic dimensionality of the data, the ability not seen in
the standard RBM. This is because under the nonnegativity constraint, the la-
tent factors “compete” with each other to best represent data, leading to some
unused factors. At the same time, the NRBM retains nearly full strength of
the standard RBM, namely, compact and discriminative distributed represen-
tation, fast inference and incremental learning.
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Compared against the well-studied parts-based decomposition scheme, the
nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF), the NRBM could work in places
where the NMF fails. When it comes to classification using the learned repre-
sentations, the features discovered by the NRBM are more discriminative than
those by the NMF and the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). For model sta-
bility, the performance of the proposed model surpasses the lasso, the RBM
and is comparable to the NMF. Thus, we believe that the NRBM is a fast
alternative to the NMF and LDA for a variety of data processing tasks.
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